
HNTB’S PARTNERS PROGRAM

Building Meaningful 
Partnerships
At HNTB, we recognize that partnering with a broad spectrum of people in planning, designing, 
engineering and constructing transportation infrastructure creates innovative, equitable 
mobility solutions for everyone. We also understand that partnering with historically 
underutilized businesses (HUBs), specifically those run by women, people of color and disabled 
veterans, can bring extraordinary value to HNTB, our clients, our teams and our communities. 
HNTB is committed to forging and nurturing those partnerships, and to ensuring that the 
businesses with which it partners are fully prepared to take on the myriad challenges involved  
in the development of today’s infrastructure as they become successful contributors to both 
their projects and their communities.

About HNTB’s Partners Program

HNTB’s Partners Program provides workshops, training and networking opportunities to help HUBs prepare  
for work on state and municipal planning, design and construction management projects. The program offers 
two separate pathways to develop HUBs’ experience, skill-sets and relationships with HNTB and its clients. A 
business is enrolled in one of the two pathways based on mutual interest and sponsorship by a local HNTB office.

HNTB’s Partners Program is a one-on-one 

program in which HNTB leaders mentor a  

HUB’s owner or leaders in marketing, talent 

management, project management, and 

operations and finance management. HNTB 

mentors seek HUBs’ input to create a program 

that is unique to their specific needs and goals. 

Together, they develop meaningful tasks to 

achieve goals, create benchmarks to assess 

performance, and develop a customized plan  

to guide them through the process. At the  

end of the 12-month program, HNTB issues a 

certificate of completion to the HUB Partner, 

which is signed by both a national officer and 

the office leader.

HNTB’s Associates Program is designed for 

HUBs that have not previously worked with 

HNTB and want to increase their knowledge  

of marketing, project management, and 

operations and finance management. HNTB 

delivers the Associates curriculum in group 

settings, and organizes events that allow 

associates to network with other firms  

as well as HNTB clients. The program lasts  

12 months, and may provide a pathway to 

full Partner status.



Partners Training Program

From business basics to project delivery, this in-depth training prepares 

businesses to meet and address industry challenges, set standards of 

excellence, control overhead, manage quality assurance and control issues, 

attract and market new business prospects, and sustain and grow their 

businesses. Topics include:

 − Marketing and sales: HNTB’s marketing and sales staff provide training on 

strategically pursuing projects and clients. Participants also have access to 

leading sales experts at HNTB, client organizations and applicable professional 

organizations. 

 − Talent management: This training covers the Partner’s obligations under labor 

relations regulations and rules in their states of operation. Partners also learn best 

practices for employee recruitment, retention, professional development and 

succession planning.  

 − Project management: This comprehensive training includes project management 

processes and principles for managing projects and keeping them on the road to 

success. Partners learn how to develop, integrate and monitor project scopes, 

budgets and schedules, implement project controls, conduct performance and risk 

reviews, and effectively manage risk.

 − Operations and finance: Partners learn how to enhance or improve such key 

operational areas as project management, quality assurance/quality control, 

operational processes and strategies, business processes, finance, contracting 

and negotiating, industry and relationship networking, long-term strategic 

development, and technical assistance. Benefits and risks of various contracting 

types are outlined. Partners also learn operations and financial management 

principles, as well as the financial aspects of managing a consulting contract.

 ■ Associates Workshop Series:

 − Doing business with HNTB: HNTB’s senior project managers discuss 

work being performed at local offices and potential sub-consultant 

opportunities, as well as updates on transportation funding and 

market outlooks.

 − Marketing and sales: HNTB helps associates develop compelling 

differentiators that set them apart from competitors and to win work 

as prime consultants. We focus on RFP best practices, creating a 

compelling RFP narrative, and showcasing Associates’ unique 

experiences and strengths.

 − Operations and finance: HNTB provides training and guidance on 

project financial management and invoicing, including the benefits  

and risks of different types of contracts and their project implications, 

and invoicing best practices that help expedite payment.

The Partners Training also includes:

 ■ HNTB leadership and client access: 
Partners participate in one-on-one 
meetings with local office leaders.

 ■ Lunch-and-learns: Partners attend 
lunch-and-learns at local HNTB offices  
to discuss current and new industry 
standards, tools and services.

 ■ Partner mixers/events: Mixers and 
events allow HNTB and its partners to 
collaborate on social activities that build 
relationships beyond the workplace.

 ■ National Partners Roundtable: HNTB 
conducts biennial national meetings to 
provide graduated partners access to 
HNTB’s executives, leading transportation 
experts, peer partners and clients. This 
opportunity will allow the Partners to  
hear, discuss and learn how HNTB views 
and plans to address current industry 
challenges and HNTB’s plans for the  
future. It also enables Partners to share 
their knowledge and experiences in the 
transportation infrastructure industry with 
each other and HNTB as well as ideas for 
addressing current challenges and industry 
trends while providing value to clients.

 ■ Client access: Associates will participate in seminars  
and workshops on the topics mentioned previously and 
introductory meetings with client agencies.  

 ■ Lunch-and-learns: HNTB conducts lunch-and-learns at 
local HNTB offices to discuss current and new industry 
standards, tools and services.

 ■ Partner mixers/events: Partner mixers and events allow 
HNTB and its associates to collaborate in social settings to 
help build relationships beyond the workplace.
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HNTB’s Associates Program

A structured business outreach program for established and certified HUBs that provide transportation or 

transportation-related services to local clients. The program focuses on building sustainable relationships with 

HUBs to support local business development and cultivate industry skillsets that facilitate successful project 

delivery. The program includes:

For more information, contact:

Regine Beauboeuf  |  rbeauboeuf@hntb.com


